Denied access to German
Radio, Adolf Hitler
chartered Lufthansa planes
for every election battle
after 1932 – and got to
know Erhard Milch as an
organisation man.
The Richthofen fighter
squadron’s aged biplane
He 51, which Hitler
and Göring and Milch
inspected at Döberitz in
1935, was the standard
fighter plane until the
Me 109 entered service in
1939.
“The Führer doesn’t ask
how big my bombers
are, but how many,” said
Göring, and had the fourengined Do 19 scrapped. A
few years later they would
need it.

“Exchange of airforce secrets”.
A RAF delegation led by Air
Marshal Courtney and Squadron
Leader Don (right) visited the
Heinkel factory. The later Chief
of Air Staff Peirse showed Milch
and General Stumpff (left) the
British “shadow factories”

The French government invited Milch that same year to a state visit in Paris.
It was the first occasion since the Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm’s visit to
the Paris World Fair that a German officer was accorded military honours

On July 3, 1939 they showed Hitler and his men (von Below, Göring, Bormann, Udet, Keitel, Milch)
versions of Luftwaffe planes at Rechlin airfield. On the basis of this display Hitler and Göring took
fateful decisions about Luftwaffe readiness, and these had consequences in the Battle of Britain

Lufthansa civil transporters
were sequestered for the airborne landings in Holland (May
1940) and used as transport
planes.

In 1940 Milch provided the
waterlogged Norwegian airbase
at Vaernes near Trondheim with
wood-paved runways for the
“Udet bombers” (Stukas), so as
to have a firm operational base
against the landings of British
Troops at Namsos and
Åndalsenes which began that
April.

“Germany’s victory over
Britain is just a question of
time,” General Jodl had said
after the French campaign
ended.
But when despite costly
daylight raids air supremacy
remained a distant chimera,
in September 1940 Hitler
ordered the commander of
the Third Air Force, Hugo
Sperrle (seen here observing
the “Blitz” from the French
coast) to begin heavy
attacks on British towns and
industrial centres. As radar
was still in its infancy, there
was little the RAF fighters
could do against these mass
bomber attacks.

Göring and his general staff observed from the French coast as the
He 111 and Ju 88 bomber squadrons began their war of nerves against
London in 1940. The famous St Paul’s Cathedral narrowly escaped destruction. In the first half of September 1940 two thousand Londoners
were killed. At the end of that month the British struck back, and the
long war between German concrete and British bombs began.

Luftwaffe top brass in happier times: Hermann Göring, Hans Jeschonnek, and Erhard Milch at a
display
With air supremacy over Britain still not won, Hitler on September 14, 1940 ordered his
commanders to prepared for invasion. The notes made by Milch of this conference – in an old diary
of 1936 – show that Hitler saw an invasion coupled with simultaneous intensified air raids as the
only way of ending the war. Three days later Hitler announced the invasion postponed sine die.

The Junkers 87 earned its legendary reputation in the Second Wold War as a Stuka. The morale effect
was increased by Udet’s addition of a motor driven siren, soon dubbed the “Jericho Trumpet.”

War on two fronts, material shortages, and priority of Flak production over bombers and fighters
made keeping a balance between offensive aims and the defence of German cities more difficult.

The FW 190 (below) was the best
fighter plane until the jet came in
1944. The bomber Ju 88 (right),
with an all-up weight nearly twice
the original. to meet demands for
heavier armour and armament,
became a risk to those who flew it.

As the Battle of Britain sputtered
out, Göring lost interest in the
air war. Early in 1940 he used
bad weather as an excuse to halt
all daylight operations of Sperrle
and Kesselring (seen here with
Göring). The hope of destroying
RAF Fighter Command (mostly
Spitfires, right) vanished.
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Until the He 111 entered
service, the Ju 52 stood
in as an auxiliary
bomber. It flew countless
sorties as the standard
Luftwaffe transport
machine.

As a night fighter,
reconnaissance plane
and heavy fighter the Me
110 excelled throughout
the war.

The big hope of the Air
Staff was the thirty-ton
long-range bomber,
He 177, but it was
hampered by a divecapability requirement,
withdrawn only in 1944,
and entered Luftwaffe
annals as a “dead
racehorse.”

Hitler signed a fiftieth-birthday letter
to Milch, and gave him a quarter of a
million marks from his own pocket

After fighter ace Ernst Udet took his own
life, Milch succeeded him as Chief of Air
Armament. Together with Speer, who was
appointed Minister of Armament after the
death of Fritz Todt in an air crash, he set up
Central Planning to control Germany’s war
economy and transport system.

The Stalingrad airlift, 1943. “On the Sverevo airfield an 80 m.p.h. blizzard was raging, burying
planes in snow drifts; there was no shelter, not even a trench for the men; after just a few
minutes the fitters’ hands froze to the tools they were using.”

As the airfields around
Stalingrad had been overrun
by the Russians, the few
transport planes still
operational were reduced to
dropping supply canisters for
the encircled Sixth Army. But
these measures came too late.
“We are calling from another
world,” Paulus told Milch’s
reporter on January 20, 1943.
“Nothing remains of us,
except what history will write.”
(Paulus and Hoth)

When the Allied Combined Bomber
Offensive began in 1943 the German
Luftwaffe had already lost its lead in
electronic warfare. It had developed
no real answer to the Allied
jamming of flak and fighter-control
radar by metal strips.
The German fighter force win its
last significant strategic victory
on October 14, 1943, a day which
went down in American history
as “Black Thursday”. Over one
thousand Luftwaffe fighter planes
hit American bomber formations
in one of the bloodiest air battles of
the war.

Hitler paid little
attention to the defence
of the home base. He
committed production
capacity for offensive
and reprisal operations;
of three thousand
fighters leaving the
factories each month in
1943, few were released
for home defence.

Short of fuel, Galland’s
stripped down fighter
squadrons could fly
only limited operations
against the heavily
armed bomber
squadrons. The Allies
could drop their
“carpets of bombs”
almost unhindered over
the cities.

“It will be a year before
we can respond to the
Allied raids,” wrote
Goebbels in his diary
in 1943. “By then the
Allies, if they know
know their stuff, will
have been able to blow
the larger part of the
Reich sky high, and
burn it.”

While the destruction of military targets was left to the American bomber formations, the
aiming points of the RAF were without exception residential areas, with the aim of exerting
political influence on Berlin. Hitler, asked his opinion about the horrifying pictures of
coming from the blitzed German cities – Dresden, above, and Hamburg – replied, that
experience showed that the man who has lost everything becomes “a really fanatical
fighter.” He recalled how often in the last three centuries German cities had been burned to
the ground, to arise phoenix-like anew from the ashes.

Between Hitler and Milch
there were clashes about
the use of the Me 262 jet.
Milch opposed the Hitler
plan to use it as a high
speed bomber: “Mein
Führer, the smallest child
can see that is a fighter,”
After that Hitler refrained
from consulting Milch
(seen here with Galland)
about the Me 262.

As Göring’s telegram to Milch in May 1944 shows, Hitler stuck to the plan to convert the Me 262
to a bomber. He hoped to halt the invasion with this remarkable plane. Thus the Me 262 come too
late into operational use, just like the Ar 234 reconnaissance plane and jet bomber (below). These
highly advanced aircraft never grew into the threat the Allies had expected.

The Ju 287 heavy bomber was fitted with four jet engines and four liquid-fuel assisted
take-off rockets. When the war ended, however, this fantastic project was still at a trial
stage.
Resorting to desperate measures to fight off the threatening catastrophe Hitler and
Goebbels forced total war on the German public, and much-delayed wonder weapons
would enable Hitler to look ahead to offensive operations and reprisal raids.

As the war ended, the
remote-controlled Hs 293
which was designed for used
against enemy shipping,
was forced to use salt for its
warhead, according to Speer,
as no explosive was left.

After a morphium-withdrawal routine at Nuremberg, Göring regained much of the old vitality
which his generals had missed during the war. Milch was put before a later tribunal, not for the
conduct of the air war, but for alleged involvement in slave-labour and medical-research which
the American prosecution deemed illegal. He was sentenced (below) to life imprisonment.

